John McAslan + Partners create architecture to improve people's lives. We believe that architectural presence should reflect, and celebrate, human presence and aspiration. Architecture has the power to change places and situations for the better, by giving fresh meaning to culture, place, and commerce. We believe that fine new buildings and architectural innovation are only sustainable if they are embedded in thoroughly rational analyses of context, function, materiality, and environmental impact. We have also proved, with considerable success, that old and historic buildings have extraordinary potential to contribute to life in the 21st century. The architecture of John McAslan + Partners is about delivering these vivid and dynamic connections between buildings and places, idea and aspiration. John McAslan + Partners create architecture to improve people's lives. We believe that architectural presence should reflect, and celebrate, human presence and aspiration. Architecture has the power to change places and situations for the better, by giving fresh meaning to culture, place, and commerce. We believe that fine new buildings and architectural innovation are only sustainable if they are embedded in thoroughly rational analyses of context, function, materiality, and environmental impact.